
 

    Noise Pollution 

 

Pollution is everywhere in the world and it is harmful to people and animals. The main 

cause of this problem is us, because many people don’t care about their  environment and their 

surroundings. As a result, the pollution spreads around the world in too many places. I have 

always thought that , “how will the Earth survive with so much pollution ?” I haven’t found the 

answer yet, but I hope that I can find it someday.There are different types of pollution 

(air,land,water).However, another form of pollution that I think is just as harmful as regular 

pollution, is Noise Pollution.Noise Pollution is increased multiple times in recurrent years,due to 

growing population, industrialization and carelessness of people. 

 

Noise pollution is when there is excessive and disturbing noise (from 

machines,transportation,aircrafts,loudspeakers)In the environment that is very harmful to the 

physical and mental health of all living things on Earth.Apart from this there are many other of 

sources of noise pollution like construction activities and household works. It’s also social events 

that cause a lot of  noise. Some problems of noise pollution is lack of sleeping ,hearing loss and 

high stress levels that can affect you in many different problem in the future. According to the 

ASHA reports it says “More than 20 million citizens are exposed to enough noise pollution to 

damage their hearing,28 million American have already suffered hearing loss,and about 20 

million citizens are exposed to enough noise pollution.” Some of devices that cause that noise 

pollution  are traffic,living dogs,fire or police station. According to the citiquiet,it says “the top 

10 noisiest cities in the world is Karachi(Pakistan),Shanghai (China),Buenos Aires 



(Argentina),New york city (United States),Madrid (Spain),Tokyo (Japan),Delhi (India),Cairo 

(Egypt),Kolkata (India),Mumbai (India).” According to me,I think India has more noise 

pollution than another country.According to the iaspaper,it says “In India have most of the 

festivals which all they are celebrating in a different style but in some of the festivals like Diwali, 

It is a great festival, but people are using firecrackers for exploding and making a noise and also 

the air polluting.”This means that India has more noise pollution because of the firecrackers and 

the festival,and people are not working in the direction of solving the problem of noise pollution. 

Some causes of the noise pollution are Public Addresses and Alarm system that people 

like using loudspeakers and sometimes they announce that someone is birth or death or maybe 

about religion song.Also,people use alarm because alarm helps them awake or maybe remind 

something to do in there day,But they don’t think about their neighbors and community how 

annoyed you are to them.Another cause is social events because if you are in parties or discos,the 

music will be loud so,your neighbors will not sleep because of the music,you are playing a 

lot.For example,My neighbors and me made a party with my brother and then my friend got 

jealous and she planned a party with friends and she put loud music and her neighbors got mad 

and called the police.  industrialization because Most of the industries use big machines and it 

produces large amount of noise that causes noise pollution.The second cause is Poor Urban 

Planning because large families sharing small space and fight over the parking and other things 

that causes noise pollution.The third cause is social events because People play songs or music 

on full volume and dance till midnight which neighbours hate and complained and the neighbors 

or person loses their hearing.The fourth cause is transportation because airplanes flying over 

houses and the trains making noise. The fifth cause is Storms because the loud noises can cause 

noise pollution and may affect your hearing ability.The sixth cause is household equipment 



because the mixers,vacuum cleaners and other noise pollution creating stuff.The seventh cause is 

vehicles because when there is traffic jam the built up nose cause to stress people out.But I had a 

question “Are there laws that govern Noise Pollution?” So,I researched in google.I find it out 

that in New york there is any laws but they try to limit noise.Also,In New York they have 

something called “Noise Code” which helps them balance noise and the city does not get too 

loud. 

I wanted to research about why is noise pollution bad to animals?So,I researched that 

Marine Animals are migrating noise pollution that affect them because they can get confused go 

to another way.Land animals because just like marine animals it can damage their eardrums like 

humans and their can have health disease too. 

Some solution to reduce noise pollution is to close the windows,turn off the electronic or 

reduce the volume and plant trees because you can stop the noise pollution and make sure you 

tell your friends, neighbors,Turn off the tv,wear ear protection device,turn off the electronic 

devices .If you turn off the electronic devices,the noise will decreased and soon,the 

Earth/community will be rid of noise pollution.The more people you will tell,the less noise 

pollution will be happened.I know you are wondering how can we change this? I have an answer 

for this too.For us,We can build a soundproof rooms  for house and buildings with machines.We 

can also banned horns,noisy trucks and motorcycle that make alot of noise pollution.Important 

thing,you need to know is to be kind to the environment and help people to get rid of noise 

pollution.  

 

       In the conclusion,the Earth is so big and beautiful.People don’t care about Earth and they 

just spread pollution around the world.I think Earth needs help and people can help it and make 



the earth better planet .I hope you like my essay  and I hope you will help the community and 

Earth to be best planet in the universe. 

 


